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Abstract
High-technology manufacturing companies often face rapid price decline and capacity
constraints. Especially in the retail side of the business where the supply chain is much longer
and revenue is sometimes not recognized until the sell-through point, optimizing inventory
positioning is critical. No longer is a one-size-fits-all approach sufficient; in order to perform
optimally, manufacturers should categorize their retailers, stores, and products, and tailor their
strategy for each accordingly. This work shows how to use metrics such as gross margin return
on inventory investment, models and tools such as assortment, promotional risk, supply chain,
and replenishment segmentation to drive improvements in inventory performance and
recommends ways to apply them in different retail chains. In particular, three retailer types -
discount retailers, specialty retailers, and convenience retailers are discussed.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Project Statement
SanDisk faces a tremendous challenge to grow profit and maximize cash flow in a
logistically complex business that is difficult to forecast. Recent successful efforts have focused
on reducing cycle time and moving from a push to a pull supply chain model within SanDisk's
supply chain. This project extends this line of lean thinking and is focused on approaches to
increase velocity through, and decrease waste in the extended supply chain - from SanDisk
through key retailers to the store shelf. The key question is, "Since channel inventory is an
investment of a scarce resource based on expectations of future revenue and margin - how do we
evaluate and optimize this investment?"
1.2 Project Motivation
The flash memory business is intensely competitive and is highly cyclical. Severe price
erosion occurs as a result of rapid technological change, continuous new product introductions,
and aggressive pricing strategies. Due to the capital-intensive nature of fabrication equipment,
timing of new capital investments is critical. Forecasting is challenging due to the unpredictable
nature of flash memory demand. Industry players are motivated to wait until demand risk is
reduced to commit to new fabrication plants. This causes the industry to frequently fluctuate
between undersupply and oversupply, which affects pricing and ultimately profitability.
Winning in this market depends on a multitude of factors. Due to rapid price decline and
occasional capacity constraints, SanDisk needs to carefully balance its inventory positioning.
This is especially true in the retail side of the business where the supply chain is much longer and
revenue is sometimes not recognized until the sell-through point.
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Figure 1-1: Business Case for Effective Inventory Management
As illustrated in Figure 1-1, if SanDisk manages its inventory effectively and it finds its supply
unconstrained, no excess costs are incurred as inventory is properly placed where it is needed.
On the other hand, if supply is constrained, SanDisk can choose to forgo excess demand or buy
flash memory supply from other vendors, known as "non-captive supply," to fulfill the demand.
Though this provides flexibility without the capital intensity of building its own fabrication
facility, non-captive supply is much more costly than the "captive supply" it can produce in-
house. If SanDisk manages its inventory poorly, it will either face price erosion on excess
channel inventory or a shortfall in supply, depending on whether demand exceeds supply. Thus,
there is a strong financial motivation to implement effective inventory management.
1.3 Goals
The overall objective is to develop a cohesive method for managing Marketing, Sales,
and Supply Chain activities, to match and maximize sales throughput to consumption and
minimize supply chain costs and inventory investment. The focus is to create a "playbook" of
analytical tools and processes and to deploy these processes with multiple business functions
within SanDisk and selected customers, which can be repeated on an ongoing basis and deployed
with additional customers.
1.4 Hypothesis
Patterns can be identified based on a series of factors including sales, margin, inventory
and demand variation using SanDisk's existing sales data. Based on these analyses, inventory
management strategies for different SKU segments can be derived. These strategies can then be
broadly applied across SanDisk's retailers.
Additionally, SanDisk will benefit from establishing key metric(s) across the
organization to evaluate channel inventory, to align the interests of various departments and to
effectively drive unified activities. To achieve this, the Enterprise Strategic Analysis for
Transformation (ESAT) tool developed by the MIT's Lean Advancement Initiative will be a
helpful resource. The ESAT methodology can be referenced to develop a baseline understanding
of the current organization, future state vision, as well as a strategic transformation plan.
1.5 Summary of Results
In order to perform optimally, SanDisk should categorize its retailers, stores, and
products, and tailor its strategy for each accordingly. To simplify analysis, we have identified
three main types of retailers - "discount retailers," "specialty retailers," and "convenience
retailers." These retailers differ in many ways including their target consumer, number of stores
in their chain, and sales volume. Within each retail chain, we have identified two main types of
stores - high volume stores and low volume stores. Finally, we have identified two main types
of products - high volume products and low volume products.
This model provides a way of considering strategies for inventory management for each
of the resulting twelve scenarios shown below in Figure 1-2.
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I
Figure 1-2: Retail Supply Chain Management Model
Specifically, we will analyze the assortment, promotion management, supply chain design, and
replenishment levers using a framework discussed later in Table 7-1.
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In summary, assortment should be broad in specialty chains, but narrower in discount and
convenience chains. Low volume stores should have a reduced assortment compared to high
volume stores, thereby reducing channel inventory. Across different retailers, promotions should
typically be run on high volume products to provide a "clean-up" strategy for forecasting biases.
SanDisk needs to be especially careful with overforecasting with discount retailers that run
promotions less frequently and may have less historical data to analyze. Supply chain design
should emphasize "cross-docking" (the practice of flowing product through distribution centers
with little to no storage) for high volume products for discount and specialty retailers that have
lower stores-to-distribution-center ratios, while it should emphasize inventory risk pooling in
distribution centers for convenience retailers that have much higher stores-to-distribution-center
ratios.
Finally, SanDisk should implement a more disciplined periodic replenishment model to
drive logistic efficiency and strive towards continuous replenishment models in the future.
Managing based on timely demand signals will enable reduction in lead times, reduction in
channel inventory, and improved profitability.
1.6 Structure of Discussion
This work is structured as follows:
Chapter 1 introduces the project, motivation and goals.
Chapter 2 provides background on the flash memory industry and insight into the challenges that
it faces.
Chapter 3 introduces SanDisk as an organization.
Chapter 4 surveys best practices in literature, covering demand-driven concepts, forecasting and
supply chain design.
Chapter 5 discusses creating strategic alignment through a performance metric.
Chapter 6 presents marketing management and supply chain levers for inventory management.
Chapter 7 presents best practices for managing retail supply chains at SanDisk.
Chapter 8 concludes with recommendations for improving inventory management within retail
supply chains and generalized implications of this work.
2 Background
2.1 Flash Memory Industry
In The Innovator's Dilemma, Clay Christensen describes the disk drive industry of the
1960s- 1990s as, "indeed, nowhere in the history of business has there been an industry like disk
drives, where changes in technology, market structure, global scope, and vertical integration
have been so pervasive, rapid, and unrelenting."I
Mirroring the storage industries from which it arose, the modem day flash memory
market is fast-paced, highly complex and intensely competitive. Industry players SanDisk,
Samsung, Toshiba, Hynix, STMicroelectronics, Micron and Intel compete vigorously on price
and with constant technological developments.
2.2 Flash Memory Technology
Invented in 1984 by Dr. Fujio Masuoka while working at Toshiba, flash memory can be
electrically erased and reprogrammed. Unlike random access memory (RAM), flash memory is
non-volatile and can continue to store information in the absence of a power source.
Additionally, flash memory offers fast read times and better kinetic shock resistance than hard
disks. When packaged in a "memory card," it is extremely durable, able to withstand intense
pressure, extremes of temperature, x-rays, even immersion in water. Together, these
characteristics have contributed to the popularity of flash memory in portable devices.
Christensen, The Innovator's Dilemma: When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail.
2.3 Moore's Law
Moore's law is the observation by Gordon Moore, co-founder of Intel, predicting that the
capacity of semiconductors doubles roughly every two years. Flash memory has benefited from
this kind of scaling, with pricing falling from $1000/MB in 1988 to about 10 cents/MB in 2004 -
an astounding 10,000 times cost reduction in 16 years.2 Capacity of flash chips has doubled 14
times in 19 years.3 However, challenges lie ahead to continuing down this path. Eli Harari,
former CEO of SanDisk, believes that the industry will hit a technological brick wall around
2014.4 This belief furthers the need to seek other means of differentiation such as branding and
improved supply chain optimization.
2.4 Capacity
Memory capacities have grown from 256 kilobytes in the early 1990s to 256 gigabytes
today, representing an one million times increase over two decades. This has been largely driven
by strong gigabyte demand growth of over 150% per year.5 Currently, the average capacity per
flash card is close to 5 gigabytes and is expected to grow exponentially as indicated in Figure
2-1.
2 Brewer and Gill, "Nonvolatile memory technologies with emphasis on Flash," xviii.
3 "Counting Down to the End of Moore's Law - NYTimes.com."
4 Ibid.
5 "NAND Forward Price Drops will Slow Significantly."
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Figure 2-1: Average Capacity per Flash Card (Gigabytes) 6
2.5 Pricing
The flash industry has experienced rapid, continual price erosion, as average price/GB
has declined an average of 50% per year.7 Going forward, this rate of price decline is anticipated
to slow down as indicated in Figure 2-2 due to technological limitations to scaling.
1000
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Figure 2-2: Price per Gigabyte of Flash Memory8
6 "SanDisk: Capacity per Flash Card (Gigabytes) -- Trefis."
7 "SSD Buyers - Flash vs DRAM Price Projections."
8 "SanDisk: Price per Gigabyte of Flash Memory -- Trefis."
2.6 Demand
Sales of flash memory rose from $35 million in 1990 to over $20 billion in 2006 as
shown in Figure 2-3. During this period of rapid expansion, existing players struggled to satisfy
the increasing demand, and new players such as SanDisk seized the opportunity to enter the
market. This drove the number of memory producers from fewer than 15 in 1990 to over 28 in
2005, disrupting supply-demand balances.9
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Figure 2-3: The Rise of the Flash Memory Market'0
Further complicating forecasting efforts, flash memory requires a host device such as a
cellphone, digital camera or laptop. Trying to envision which technological platform will
emerge as the next winner is difficult to predict. Early growth came from the rise of portable and
laptop PCs. More recently, growth has been driven by the Apple iPhone and iPads. By 2007,
Apple was already the world's third-largest OEM buyer of flash memory." Since the launch of
9 Yinug, "The Rise of the Flash Memory Market: Its Impact on Firm Behavior and Global Semiconductor Trade
Patterns."
' Ibid.
" "Apple sneezes, flash industry gets sick - 2008-04-03 07:00:00 | EDN."
the Apple iPad in 2010, more than 14 million units have been sold, making it the fastest selling
gadget ever.12 Fierce competition in the tablet industry has accelerated adoption among
consumers, making this a huge growth opportunity for flash memory producers.
With the proliferation of host devices, the consumer electronics market has quickly
become an important source of end-use demand. One analyst reports that, "since 1993 the
consumer electronics market has increased its share of the overall semiconductor market, leading
market research firm Gartner Dataquest to predict in 2004 that by 2013, consumer markets will
account for more than 50 percent of the overall semiconductor market, roughly a 30 percent
increase in the share of the semiconductor market in 20 years."13
2.7 Supply
The flash market is cyclical, frequently fluctuating between undersupply and oversupply.
One blogger captured it best, "It's ironic that NAND flash itself is non-volatile memory, but the
market itself is about as volatile as it gets. For years, the industry has been plagued by intense
highs and equally intense lows, as far as supply-and-demand goes."14
Timing of new capital investments is critical to maintaining healthy cash flow in this
industry. Semiconductor fabrication equipment is capital intensive, estimated at $1-$4 billion
per facility. Therefore, risk-reward trade-offs need to be considered carefully. If demand risk is
low, having sufficient cash to invest can significantly increase market share. On the other hand,
if demand risk is high, choosing to invest could result in an inability to weather a downturn or a
decrease in margins. After several years of oversupply through the recent economic crisis, firms
have been cautious about adding new capacity. The recovery of the flash market in the fourth
12 Trefis Team, "SanDisk's Opportunity in the Tablet Market."
13 Yinug, "The Rise of the Flash Memory Market: Its Impact on Firm Behavior and Global Semiconductor Trade
Patterns."
14 "Storage Station - General - Hot NAND Flash Market Suffers Oversupply Setback in Q2."
quarter of 2009 took the market by surprise.' 5 As a result, in early 2010 Morgan Stanley
predicted a moderate undersupply in 2010 as shown in Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-4: Moderate Undersupply in 201016
Additionally, there has been significant industry consolidation over the years as players
vie for market share with strategic partnerships. The high cost of fabrication facilities has led
firms to partner together as a way to increase production with less capital investment and risk. It
also enables them to increase competitiveness through shared R&D and manufacturing
resources. Major partnerships are shown below in Table 2-1. Responding to the anticipated
undersupply, both Toshiba-SanDisk and Intel-Micron announced construction of new fabrication
facilities in mid-2010.
5 "Analyst: Flash is hot, supply chain is not."
16 "Notable Calls: Sandisk (NASDAQ:SNDK): Upgrade to Overweight on Attractive Risk-Reward - Morgan
Stanley."
Partnership Joint Venture Name(s) Year Commenced
Toshiba and SanDisk Flash Partners and FlashVision 2004
Intel and Micron IM Flash Technologies (IMFT) 2006
Hynix and ST Microelectronics N/A 2004
AMD and Fujitsu Spansion 2003
Table 2-1: Major Partnerships Among Flash Producers' 7
Over 40 percent of the world's flash memory is produced in Japan.' 8 Consequently, the
recent 8.9 magnitude earthquake in Japan may have severe implications on supply and pricing.
"In addition to delivery interruptions that may arise from factory damage, shipments of product
may be affected by disruptions in road, rail, sea, and air transportation within and from Japan,"
Toshiba says.19 To illustrate the sensitivity of high-tech manufacturing, a split-second power
interruption at a Toshiba facility in December 2010 forced a 20 percent reduction of output in the
following two months.
2.8 Manufacturing Process
The typical manufacturing process for retail flash memory is composed of the following
steps: (1) silicon wafer production, (2) assembly and testing, (3) retail packaging. The
semiconductor manufacturing process takes between 6 weeks and 12 weeks of processing in a
wafer fab and the end-to-end process, from silicon to end user, ranges from 3 months to 6
months. 20 Despite supply chain flexibility and responsiveness gained from strategically placed
inventory buffers and delayed product differentiation, the long lead times in flash memory
manufacturing force early commitment to total supply. The lack of visibility associated with
these long lead times contribute to the difficulty in estimating proper supply and responding
quickly to market changes.
1 Yinug, "The Rise of the Flash Memory Market: Its Impact on Firm Behavior and Global Semiconductor Trade
Patterns."
18 "Japan quake may hit flash memory chip supply hard I Nanotech - The Circuits Blog - CNET News."
19 "Toshiba-SanDisk chip facility reopens after quake - March 12, 2011."
20 Peiker, "Flash Memory - A Primer."
3 SanDisk
SanDisk Corporation is one of the world's largest suppliers of flash memory products.
Founded in 1988 by Eli Harari, Sanjay Mehrotra, and Jack Yuan and headquartered in Milpitas,
California, SanDisk designs, develops, manufactures and markets removable cards, embedded
products, universal serial bus flash (USB) drives, and flash-based digital media players, as well
as wafers and components.
SanDisk became a publicly traded company (NASDAQ:SNDK) in November 1995. In
2009, revenues were $3.5 billion with 3,267 employees worldwide. The company was formerly
known as SunDisk Corporation and changed its name to SanDisk Corporation in August 1995.
3.1 Products
SanDisk currently has more than 1,700 U.S. patents, more than 1,100 foreign patents, and
more than 1,100 patent applications pending in the U.S.2 1 SanDisk is the only company,
worldwide, that has the rights to both manufacture and sell every major flash card format,
TMMTMTM
including CompactFlash@, SDTM, miniSDT M , microSD , MultiMediaCard ", Reduced Size
MultiMediaCard (RS-MMCT M), Memory Stick PROTM and related Memory Stick@ products, xD-
Picture CardTM and USB flash drives. The company's removable card products are used in
various consumer electronics devices, such as mobile phones, digital cameras, gaming devices,
and laptop computers. Its embedded flash products are used in mobile phones, navigation
devices, gaming systems, imaging devices, and computing platforms.
21 "About SanDisk Corporation."
3.2 Customers
SanDisk serves both consumers and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). SanDisk
products can be found in more than 240,000 retail storefronts worldwide. In 2009, revenues for
retail and OEM each accounted for approximately 50% of product revenues. 2 SanDisk also
licenses its technology to a number of other industry-leading companies providing it with license
and royalty revenues.
3.3 Culture
High-tech companies are very goal-oriented. The rapid pace at which technology
becomes obsolete drives technology culture to always be on guard, working on the next big
breakthrough. SanDisk is no different in that regard. SanDisk is proud of its strong engineering
roots - its founders were all experts in non-volatile memory. Despite a fiercely competitive
industry and a high degree of consolidation, SanDisk is thrilled to be one of only four major
players remaining. It has weathered five economic downturns and successfully fended off a
take-over attempt by Samsung in 2008. To this day, SanDisk continues to invent new
technology and create the next generation of products while other players outsource their
products. SanDisk thrives in its vertical integration and control over all aspects of the value
chain.
3.4 Discussion
Historically, SanDisk's strategy has been focused on operational execution as well as
technology development. More recently, SanDisk has also been trying to move towards better
22 "SanDisk Corporation 2009 Annual Report."
customer understanding through an internal restructuring into two market units focused on retail
and OEM channels.
The initiatives to increase velocity through the supply chain and to improve customer
understanding fit very well with the current strategic focus of the company. On a macro-level,
SanDisk expects to grow profit and maximize cash flow by reducing cycle time. The rationale is
that the faster they can convert inventory into a sale, the faster they can realize profit, receive
payment, and reinvest in the next round of inventory as well as benefit from cost reductions. The
micro-level challenges include working with data timing issues due to the way promotions are
applied in the retail world, possible push-back from some stakeholders, and convincing retailers
to make recommended changes.
SanDisk operates in an interesting intersection of OEM and retail worlds. Its products
are considered components as well as consumer electronics. The current struggle is to become
more focused on understanding its consumers like the traditional consumer products companies.
In addition to end consumers, SanDisk also needs to focus on better understanding its direct
customers - retailers. Symbolically, this project provides a step in that direction - by
formalizing tools in portfolio optimization to help SanDisk sell products consumers want instead
of simply pushing products as many technology companies do. This angle will be important to
convincing both internal and external stakeholders to adopt the project findings.
Since this is a cross-functional project, it requires the involvement and coordination of
many functions at SanDisk including sales, finance, operations, and marketing. As one might
expect, each function has differing views on what is important to the company. The sales
department is trying to hit sales targets while the finance department is maximizing margins, the
operations department is increasing efficiency and the marketing department is concentrating on
branding and promotions. Each of these groups stands to gain increased alignment with
corporate goals and an ability to measure and demonstrate its value to the organization through
this coordinated initiative. However, each group also stands to lose some of the power that
comes with "protecting its own turf' by guarding information as we move away from distributed
power to a more centralized model. This will be especially challenging for the groups that have
traditionally wielded greater power within the organization. Similar to many technology
companies, SanDisk is driven by technology and sales. The goal is for this project to create a
significant amount of new value that can be distributed to all the different functions and thus,
avoid turf battles.
4 Literature Review
The following sections will discuss best practices that companies can leverage to improve
inventory management and profitability and how they relate to SanDisk's issues.
4.1 Demand Driven Excellence
According to AMR Research and shown in Figure 4-1, demand-driven excellence is a "a
system of technologies and processes that senses and responds to real-time demand signals
across a supply network of customers, suppliers and employees. When these processes work
together, the business can respond quickly and efficiently to market opportunities."
Additionally, the business has the ability to manage demand rather than just respond to it and the
supply chain takes a networked rather than linear approach.
Supply management:
Manufacturing, logistics, and sourcing
Demand management:
Marketing, sales, and service
Product management:
R&D, engineering, and product
development
Figure 4-1: Demand-Driven Principles in Supply Chain2 3
Demand-driven organizations gather data from each point of interaction and use it to
create effective real-time responses and demand shaping. This is in strong contrast to traditional
23 O'Marah and Hofman, "The AMR Supply Chain Top 25 for 2010."
retailing, which focuses on a push-type supply model, inventory and allocation planning based
on aggregated order information, and insights from past experiences.
4.1.1 Financial Benefits
Although demand driven excellence may be challenging to implement, the results are
tangible and staggering. AMR Research reports that demand-driven retailers deliver 73% greater
return on assets, improve inventory turns by 19%, and enjoy 55% higher revenue growth. Not
only do retailers benefit, manufacturers like SanDisk stand to gain as well from the reduction in
channel inventory and financial benefits. This alignment of incentives will facilitate partnership
discussions and implementation.
Measurement Demand-Driven Retailers Retail Peers Difference
Return on assets (ROA) 7.1% 4.1% 73.2%
Inventory turns 13.5% 11.3% 19.5%
Revenue growth 9.4% 6.1% 55.1%
Table 4-1: Performance of Demand-Driven Retailers2 4
4.1.2 Case Study: Del Monte
In May 2010, Gartner reported that manufacturer Del Monte successfully improved on-
shelf availability and shrank inventory costs with retailer collaboration. It leveraged a Supply
Chain 2.0 solution, which is a solution that uses the web to connect partners, information and
processes, to achieve multi-enterprise visibility and collaboration. Del Monte sought to improve
performance across metrics including its own days of supply (DOS) inventory, retailers' DOS
inventory, service levels, fill rates, in-store/in-stock percentages, sales, working capital, cash-to-
cash cycle and cost. Although Del Monte is in a different industry as SanDisk, it faces many
24 Mike Griswold, Kevin Sterneckert, Janet Suleski, Janet Sherlock, "The 2010 Retail Handbook for Becoming
Demand Driven."
25 Johnson, "Del Monte Improves On-Shelf Availability and Shrinks Inventory Costs With Retailer Collaboration
Through One Network."
similar challenges in its retail supply chain, especially demand signal frequency, clarity and
latency. Many of SanDisk's retailers do not provide store-level demand, which is critical to
optimizing inventory positioning.
4.1.2.1 Challenges
Del Monte and its retailers faced the following issues:
" Demand signal frequency, clarity and latency - It can take 7-14 days for shelf take-
away to translate to demand in the form of a retail order to a supplier with traditional
supply chain processes. Del Monte's challenge was that the demand signal originated
from the retailer's distribution center (DC) rather than the store, and it was not a
reflection of shelf take-away. Moreover, the signal passes linearly from node to node,
increasing latency in translation and response.
* Network-wide visibility - Traditionally, each node cannot see beyond an adjacent node,
forcing buyers and manufacturers to make decisions, especially forecasting, based on
incomplete information. This leads to improper inventory positioning or excessive
inventory levels.
- Working capital availability - Poor demand signals and lack of visibility lead to high
levels of expedites and distribution center safety stock that occupies distribution center
floor space. This negatively impacts working capital and operating expenses.
e Legacy retailer-supplier business practices - Historically, retailers measure their
suppliers and replenishment buyers on availability of product in distribution center,
which is not the best indicator of actual performance to demand.
4.1.2.2 Approach
Del Monte's method to improving service levels and lowering costs was as follows:
- Enable network inventory and demand visibility for replenishment professionals across
enterprises
" Predict customer orders based on retailer demand signal inputs into optimization engines
" Position product in the right place at the right time
e Optimize the network response to maximize service levels at lowest total cost across the
multi-enterprise value network
The following tables outline stakeholder roles in driving transformation in each of the four key
initiatives.
Demand-Driven Replenishment Use the best possible demand signalfrom customer to
better predict customer orders at the Del Monte DC.
Preferred signal is store level. Secondary is retailer DC.
Stakeholder Approach
Del Monte Update deployment plan daily with revisions from DCs,
retailer shipments, inventory and changes in velocity.
Supply Chain 2.0 partner Automate replenishment calculations and execution based
on daily updates.
Retailer Maximize depth/breadth of information available to
I optimization engines.
Reduce Order-to-Ship Lead Times After alignment of customer, DC, transportation and VMI
analyst on start date, carrier uses automated system to
schedule pick-ups - no order changes within 24 hours.
Stakeholder Approach
Del Monte Adjust (one-time change) warehouse and transportation
SOPs to accommodate lead-time change
Supply Chain 2.0 partner Provide web-based appointment system to mitigate
scheduling constraints
Retailer Make on-time adjustment to order settings
Traditional VMI Improvement Review and adjust VMJ settings (target stock by item) to
reduce inventories without sacrificing service
Stakeholder Approach
Del Monte Conduct continuous review of target stock by item to
reduce DOS. Capture deeper promotion history analysis
and insights to assure service levels
Supply Chain 2.0 partner Demand-driven replenishment engine to support ordering
Retailer Provide promotion order quantity forecasts
Store-Level VMJ Reduce DC inventories (cost) by replenishing against
store-level data
Stakeholder Approach
Del Monte Adjust shipments to customer DC on basis of store-level
rather than DC information
Supply Chain 2.0 partner Aggregate store-level data into VMI planning
optimization engines
Retailer Provide store-level demand and inventory data to store-
I level VMI tool
Table 4-2: Stakeholder Roles Driving Transformation2 6
26 Ibid.
4.1.2.3 Success Factors
In summary, Del Monte's success depended on the following factors:
- Data - Integration of store-level inventory data, point-of-sale (POS) data, DC inventory
levels, DC replenishment orders, master data, and replenishment policies
- Metrics - Shift from DC-level metrics to store-level in-stocks and total system inventory
(cost). Del Monte found that store-level in-stock is the one measure that matters most in
aligning incentives for replenishment buyers and VMI analysts with corporate goals.
e Retailer engagement - Some retailers are willing to improve, while others need to be
convinced. Del Monte's approach with each retailer was to communicate what they have
been able to accomplish, what data and process changes are needed and what the benefits
would be. They showed that service levels improved and retailer working capital was
reduced with the frequent sharing of granular demand and inventory data.
All three areas - data, metrics, and retailer engagement - are relevant issues to SanDisk as well.
Retailer engagement will be essential for sharing store-level data and metrics to be able to make
the improvements in service level and costs throughout the supply chain. To obtain more
granular inventory data, SanDisk should execute Inventory Management Agreements (IMAs)
with retailers. These agreements are common in the pharmaceutical industry where wholesalers
share inventory level data on a daily, weekly or monthly interval with manufacturers to allow
manufacturers the ability to analyze the supply chain pipeline.
4.2 Dealing with Uncertainty
While real-time demand signals are desirable, companies can still make great strides in
reducing the cost of forecasting errors without them. In "Making Supply Meet Demand in an
Uncertain World," Fisher, Hammond, Obermeyer, and Raman introduce the concept of accurate
response, an approach to the entire forecasting, planning, and production process. It can be
characterized by two key elements. First, it accounts for missed sales by measuring the costs per
unit of stockouts and markdowns, and factors them into the planning process. Second, it
separates products with relatively predictable demand (produce early) from products with
relatively unpredictable demand (produce later), by using historical data and judgment.
The authors argue that the real problem is not that forecasters are wrong but that most
companies do a poor job of incorporating demand uncertainty into their production-planning
processes. Coupled with a proliferation of new products over the past two decades made
possible by flexible manufacturing, the problem of uncertainty is magnified even more.
"Frequent introductions of new products have two side effects that most companies are
not prepared to address. For one, they reduce the average lifetime of products; more of
them are either at the beginning of their life (when prediction is tough because there is no
demand history) or at the end of their life (when keeping inventory is expensive because
the products will soon become obsolete). For another, as products proliferate, demand is
divided over a growing number of stock-keeping units (SKUs). Even if manufacturers
and retailers can forecast aggregate demand figures with some certainty, it is becoming
increasingly difficult to predict how that demand will be distributed among the many
SKUs they sell."27
Frequent introductions of new products are common in the high-technology world that SanDisk
operates in, especially with Moore's Law doubling computing power every 1-2 years and as
evidenced by its vast portfolio of products described in section 3.1. Fortunately, there are ways
27 Marshall L. Fisher, Janice H. Hammond, Walter R. Obermeyer, and Ananth Raman, "Making Supply Meet
Demand in an Uncertain World."
to deal with uncertainty. Fisher says that companies can employ three strategies to manage
uncertainty: 28
- Reduce uncertainty with new information or risk pooling
- Avoid uncertainty by decreasing lead times and increasing supply chain flexibility by
producing a portion of demand later when forecasts are more accurate
" Hedge uncertainty with buffers of inventory and excess capacity
These are all strategies in which SanDisk can better manage its business risk. For example, it
can reduce uncertainty by gaining more store-level data from its retailers, measure costs of
stockouts and markdowns, avoid uncertainty by shortening its order lead times and separating
production of predictable demand from unpredictable demand, and finally hedge uncertainty
with pooled inventory.
Sport Obermeyer, operating in the unpredictable fashion skiwear business, estimates that
it has increased its profits by between 50% and 100% in three years by implementing the
accurate response approach. In addition to avoiding uncertainty by finding ways to decrease lead
times, it was also able to reduce uncertainty by incorporating early sales information into its
forecast as shown in Figure 4-2.
28 Fisher, "What is the Right Supply Chain for Your Product?."
Figure 4-2: Improving Forecasts at Sport Obermeyer 29
The graph on the left represents the initial forecast while the graph on the right shows the
updated forecast after incorporating the first 20% of sales data. By considering early sales data,
it is possible to make significantly better forecasts even without real-time information.
For the remainder of its forecast, Sport Obermeyer convened a buying committee, a
group of managers from various functional areas, to make independent forecasts, and used the
variance in predictions to assess the forecast accuracy and determine optimal production
quantities. The rationale is that although demand for a given product might be unpredictable, its
distribution of demand may follow a recognizable pattern. At Sport Obermeyer, demand data
followed a normal distribution defined by a mean and standard deviation.3 0 Following profit
maximizing behavior, they produced up to the point where marginal revenue equals marginal
cost. For an existing product with at least one season of demand history, it may be possible to
use past forecasting errors to predict future forecasting accuracy. Like Sport Obermeyer,
SanDisk will benefit from incorporating early sales data into forecasts for new products or
29 Marshall L. Fisher, Janice H. Hammond, Walter R. Obermeyer, and Ananth Raman, "Making Supply Meet
Demand in an Uncertain World."
30 Marshall L. Fisher and Ananth Raman, "Coping with Demand Uncertainty at Sport Obermeyer."
promotions. It may also be advantageous for SanDisk to use a selling committee to make
independent forecasts as well as analyze past demand history for biases.
If forecasts are "always wrong," why is forecasting accuracy important? In "Sharpening
Inventory Management," Armstrong recognizes that forecasting is imperfect but emphasizes the
need to measure forecast accuracy to learn what items are forecast well and what items are
forecast poorly. "Failure to measure forecast accuracy at the item level can lead to the "100%
accuracy syndrome," in which managers and planners know that the forecast is inaccurate but
they don't know where." 31 This mentality leads to self-perpetuating inventory imbalances.
Closing the feedback loop on forecast accuracy will help SanDisk learn which retailers and items
are the biggest culprits, as it seeks to identify opportunities to improve inventory management.
4.3 Supply Chain Design
Proper supply chain design is another way for companies to mitigate supply-demand risk
and improve profitability. In "What Supply Chain is Right for Your Product?" Fisher argues that
a supply chain mismatch can be one of the greatest sources of supply chain under performance.
He describes the importance of assessing whether your product is functional or innovative
because it will determine whether it needs a physically efficient or market responsive supply
chain. The tools found in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 can help companies with the assessment
process. "Functional products require an efficient process; innovative products, a responsive
process." Functional products are characterized by predictable demand, which allows companies
to focus on minimizing costs. Meanwhile, innovative products are associated with unpredictable
demand, which necessitates speed and flexibility.
3 Armstrong, "Sharpening Inventory Management."
Aspects of Demand
Product life cycle
Contribution margin*
Product variety
Average margin of error in the
forecast at the time production
is committed
Average stockout rate
Functional
(Predictable Demand)
more than 2 years
5% to 20%
low (10 to 20 variants per
category)
10%
1% to 2%
Innovative
(Unpredictable Demand)
3 months to 1 year
20% to 60%
high (often millions of
variants per category)
40% to 100%
10% to 40%
Average forced end-of-season 0% 10% to 25%
markdown as a percentage of
full price
Lead time required for made- 6 months to 1 year 1 day to 2 weeks
to-order products
*Contribution margin equals price minus variable cost divided by price and is expressed as a percentage
Table 4-3: Differences in Demand for Functional Versus Innovative Products 32
Primary purpose
Manufacturing focus
Inventory strategy
Lead-time focus
Approach to choosing
suppliers
Product-design strategy
Physically Efficient Process
Supply predictable demand
efficiently at the lowest
possible cost
Maintain high average
utilization rate
Generate high turns and
minimize inventory
throughout the chain
Shorten lead time as long as it
does not increase cost
Select primarily for cost and
quality
Maximize performance and
minimize cost
Market-Responsive Process
Respond quickly to
unpredictable demand in
order to minimize stockouts,
forced markdowns, and
obsolete inventory
Deploy excess buffer capacity
Deploy significant buffer
stocks of parts or finished
goods
Invest aggressively in ways to
reduce lead time
Select primarily for speed,
flexibility, and quality
Use modular design in order
to postpone product
differentiation for as long as
possible
Table 4-4: Physically Efficient Versus Market-Responsive Supply Chains3 3
32 Fisher, "What is the Right Supply Chain for Your Product?."
3 Ibid.
Once product and supply chain have been identified, companies can plot the results on
the matrix shown in Figure 4-3 to determine whether there is a proper match. Fisher believes
that "matching product/customer clusters with appropriate supply chains will better balance
customer service and supply chain costs. For example, a slow-moving, customized product,
bought infrequently by a small group of customers does not lend itself to a dispersed inventory
supply chain model. This combination will suffer from customer service issues (due to high
demand variability driving high forecast errors and, probably, long supplier lead times) and high
costs (excessive inventory levels and high obsolescence and expediting costs). The same
combination will not lend itself to a lean supply chain model, because demand variability will
defeat the simplistic lean control loop. Leading organizations are recognizing this phenomenon
and applying a supply chain segmentation approach, employing different supply chain designs
for clearly identified product/customer clusters." 34
Most companies with issues tend to fall in the upper right hand box - innovative products
with an efficient supply chain.
Functional Innovative
Products Products
Efticient
Supply Chain
Responsive
Supply Chain
mmatch
Figure 4-3: Matching Supply Chains with Products3 5
1 Ibid.
3s Ibid.
Some companies arrive there because they have tried to turn functional products into innovative
ones with a continued focus on efficiency. When companies find themselves in the upper right
hand corner, they have two choices - either change to a functional product or to a responsive
supply chain, depending on whether the product is sufficiently profitable to cover the cost of a
responsive supply chain. Fisher says, "A sure sign that a company needs to move to the left is if
it has a product line characterized by frequent introductions of new offerings, great variety, and
low profit margins." In other cases, companies can solve their issues by creating a responsive
supply chain for some products and making the rest functional.
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Figure 4-4: Service Differentiation Matrix36
The idea of separating supply chains for functional products from innovative products
can be applied to SanDisk as well. Its strategy has been more focused on providing a physically
36 Byrnes, "Supply Chain Management in a Wal-Mart World - HBS Working Knowledge."
efficient process for all of its products and retailers when in fact some products have more
unpredictable demand that may be better suited for a market-responsive process. In addition to
differentiating product characteristics, Byrnes argues that customer characteristics also need to
be considered as retailers vary in willingness to innovate. It may not be feasible or desirable to
fully integrate supply chains with all retailers to the same degree. In Figure 4-4, Byrnes
provides an approach to selecting and structuring account relationships, based on account size
and willingness to innovate. Companies can better match cost, through service differentiation,
and new initiatives to the potential of the account.
5 Creating Strategic Alignment
To drive change throughout in any organization, it is important to have an ability to
measure performance. An objective metric creates strategic alignment across key departments of
the organization such as finance, sales, and operations who often exhibit silo behavior. This
allows the organization as a whole to act more nimbly towards the same goals.
This chapter will focus on optimizing profitability by improving Gross Margin Return on
Inventory Investment (GMROII, pronounced "GYM-roy"). Note that it sometimes referred to as
GMROI.
5.1 Gross Margin Return on Inventory Investment
GMROII is a common metric in the retail industry where maximizing profitability while
controlling inventory investment is the highest priority. This dynamic measure expresses the
relationship between total sales, the gross profit margin earned on those sales, and the value of a
company's inventory investment. GMROII can be employed at any level from the individual
stock-keeping unit (SKU) level, product group level, or even department or company level.
5.1.1 Calculating GMROll
GMROII can be calculated in a number of ways. One simple way which gives it the
nickname "earn and turn" is as follows: 37
GMROII = Gross Profit Margin % x Inventory Turnover Rate
(1 - Gross Profit Margin %)
This is one way to determine how valuable the inventory is, and describes the relationship
between total sales, total profit from total sales, and the amount of resources invested in the
37 Armstrong, "Sharpening Inventory Management."
inventory sold. GMROII answers the question, "For each dollar invested in inventory, how
many dollars of gross profit will I generate?"
5.2 Applications
This metric allows managers to analyze their product offering and performance to
optimize their product selection. Traditional measures such as sales and gross margin are
insufficient to identify productivity because low margins may be offset by a high inventory
turnover or high sales offset by a low inventory turnover. GMROII helps managers to consider
the important trade-off of margin versus velocity, instead of solely focusing on sales. It
considers both profitability and productivity to enable better decision-making.
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Figure 5-1: Inventory Performance Assessment38
38 Wal-Mart Global Account Team, "GMROII Orientation."
Once calculated, GMROII of SKUs, product lines, departments or companies, can be compared
and contrasted. For a visual representation, GMROII can be plotted on a chart that measures
inventory turnover rate versus margin.
Figure 5-1 is an example of how Wal-Mart assesses inventory performance to identify
opportunities for improvement. This method categorizes performance into three categories
"profit zone," "opportunity zone," and "non-profit zone." Note that in this chart, GMROII has
been approximated by a common shortcut, Gross Profit Margin % x Inventory Turnover Rate
and that Wal-Mart has determined that a GMROII of 2 is the minimum threshold for
profitability. A minimum GMROII of 2 is a common view as the first dollar is the dollar
initially invested and the second dollar is used to pay overhead costs of rent, payroll, advertising,
etc. 39 Another way of utilizing GMROII is to perform quadrant analysis, as shown in Figure 5-2.
H Sleepers Winners
Net Margin
L Questionables Opportunitics
L H
Turns
Figure 5-2: GMROII Quadrant Analysis4 0
This method allows managers to group performance into four categories "sleepers,"
"questionables," "opportunities," and "winners" and apply corresponding strategies in pricing,
assortment, shelf presentation, promotion, and supply to improve performance. Since SanDisk
deals with a wide range of retailer business models from "earn" (high margins, low turns) to
39 Dionco Inc., "Winning Strategies for the Retail Industry: The Real Cost Of Inventory -
Why You Can Have Too Much Of A Good Thing"."
4 Wal-Mart Global Account Team, "GMROII Orientation."
"turn" (low margins, high turns), there will be a natural tendency for some retailers to fall into
those respective categories.
5.3 Shortcomings
While performance metrics are useful, no metric is perfect. GMROII has several
shortcomings. First, GMROII assumes that the two levers-margin and turnover-are equally
strong, when in reality this may not be true. Second, GMROII ignores expenses such as selling,
handling, and processing that are incurred. Although managers strive for a high GMROII, one
should keep in mind that items with high turnover lead to high GMROII. There may be penalty
costs associated with expedites, extra handling, stockouts and customer dissatisfaction.
Additionally, GMROII ignores secondary effects such as traffic drivers and linked sales. Third,
items with high sell-off will appear better than items with constant inventory (i.e. fashionable
items versus black socks). This is particularly relevant for shorter time periods or item level
analysis rather than retail chain level analysis. Fourth, to reap the benefits of portfolio
optimization, managers need to know average inventory levels and profit margins at the item
level. This is challenging for many companies. Armstrong recommends incorporating "a simple
weighted moving average" of inventory into stock status routines.4 1 Lastly, GMROII should be
used as a tool to measure profitability and productivity but managers should not rely on it alone.
There may be instances where products with poor GMROII are serving a strategic purpose. In
those cases, decisions should be made deliberately after accounting for the trade-off in
performance. There may also be instances where products with high performing GMROII are
limited in total sales. A high percentage gross margin does not ensure a high margin in total
41 Armstrong, "Sharpening Inventory Management."
dollars. Therefore, a balance can be attained by sorting the accounts in descending order of
sales.
Despite its shortcomings, GMROII is still a useful tool and should be used by SanDisk.
This key performance indicator (KPI) provides a way to regularly review its business
performance and identify any changes over time, at the product line, retailer, or SKU levels.
This will help SanDisk to align its business activities with overall corporate vision and strategy,
by seeing whether its efforts are translating into the desired results. SanDisk can also implement
another version of GMROII from the perspective of its retailers by using retailer margins in the
following equation:
GMROII = Retailer's Profit Margin % x Inventory Turnover Rate
(1 - Retailer's Profit Margin %)
and use it as a basis for performance discussions with retailers.
6 Marketing Management and Supply Chain Levers
Marketing decisions can generally be categorized as the "4 P's", otherwise known as
product, place, price, and promotion. This chapter will discuss how these considerations are
relevant to inventory and supply chain decisions and profitability.
6.1 Product and Place
6.1.1 Assortment
One of the most basic and important marketing levers with regard to inventory is whether
to assort a given SKU (product) in a given retail chain (place). Once a decision has been made to
include a SKU, minimum presentation quantities can easily drive inventory levels to undesirable
levels. For example, take a chain with 5,000 stores with a minimum presentation level of two
facings per store and two units per facing. The inventory required is 5,000 x 2 x 2 = 20,000
units. If we include any DC stock, average inventory could easily reach 25,000 to 30,000 units.
If annual sell-through is 60,000 units and average inventory is 30,000 weeks, average weeks-of-
stock is 26 weeks, which is excessively high especially given the issue of price decline.
In Figure 6-1, A.T. Kearney illustrates the drivers of excess inventory, estimating the
effect of presentation at 7%. This underscores the importance of thinking through inventory
implications associated with assortment decisions before rather than after the fact. This is
especially relevant today with the recent proliferation of products. A.T. Kearney reports that
targeted marketing efforts have overwhelmed consumers with "more than 500 shampoos at Wal-
Mart, 120 varieties of pens at Office Depot and 52 versions of a single brand of toothpaste at the
local drugstore."42 A.T. Kearny argues that more choice seldom results in more sales.
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Figure 6-1: Inventory Drivers43
Likewise, in "Precision Retailing," Byrnes says, "overly broad assortments can diminish sales,
increase inventory costs, and cause inordinate markdowns." 44 Clearly, more is not always better.
Not only can more product choice hurt manufacturers and retailers from an inventory and
profitability point of view, it also serves to confuse consumers at the retail shelves.
Given the many product lines that SanDisk offers, SanDisk needs to carefully consider
whether product proliferation is generating sufficient profitability and branding benefits to
overcome inventory costs. For example, SanDisk offers its SD card in several different
capacities as well as in blue, ultra, and extreme product lines corresponding to varying levels of
read/write speed. Assuming four capacities, we arrive at 12 products. The potential inventory
42 Byrne, "Stop chasing your SKU tail I A.T. Kearney."
43 Sumit Chandra et al., "Get Control of Your Inventory."
44 Byrnes, "Precision Retailing - HBS Working Knowledge."
required is now 5,000 stores x 12 products x 2 facings x 2 units per facing = 240,000 units,
illustrating how quickly inventory can grow.
6.1.2 Product Lifecycle Management
Typical products go through launch, replenishment, and exit phases as shown in Figure
6-2. Since products have a limited life span, it is advantageous to understand the phases, as each
one requires a different set of strategies to meet the challenges posed. Notice that sales drop-off
sharply in the exit phase.
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Figure 6-2: Product Lifecycle Planning4 5
The implication of this is that most losses on a product come from the last third of the product
life cycle, in the lowest quartile of stores.46 The main reason for this is that shelf space is
typically allocated the same way throughout all stores of a given retail chain, leaving the low
volume stores with too much inventory. This underscores the importance of two things - first,
the benefit of planograms (the retail shelf display configuration, usually changed annually or
seasonally) customized by store tier, and second, the need to manage the reduction of inventory
45 Fisher and Raman, The New Science of Retailing: How Analytics Are Transforming The Supply Chain and
Improving Performance, 62.
46 Byrnes, "Precision Retailing - HBS Working Knowledge."
efficiently during the exit phase. Especially given the its frequency of product introductions,
SanDisk can minimize inventory obsolescence and markdowns by avoiding build-up of excess
channel inventory through working with retailers to create customized planograms by store tier
that reduce inventory requirements for lower performing stores.
6.2 Price and Promotion
6.2.1 EDLP versus Hi-Lo
Despite the success of everyday low pricing (EDLP) with companies such as Wal-Mart
and Trader Joe's, the practice of offering Hi-Lo price promotions is still pervasive. Proponents
argue that EDLP increases consumer loyalty, improves inventory management, and reduces
labor and advertising expenses. At the same time, price promotions of well-known brands can
increase retailer store traffic at the expense of the manufacturer, clear out time-sensitive
products, communicate a low price image, and attract consumers who will also buy higher
margin, regular-priced items.
In "From Price to Purchase," Seiders and Voss discuss their study of 38 national retailers,
operating in 11 retail sectors, and the insights that retail managers can use to coordinate their
assortment and price promotion decisions. Figure 6-3 shows the variation between everyday
and promotional pricing, volume of promotional advertising, depth of discount and a composite
score for overall promotional intensity. They found that department stores have the highest
promotional intensity, followed by discount stores and electronic stores. This result is surprising
because despite Wal-Mart's strong association with EDLP, they found it to be a heavy promoter.
One possible explanation is that Wal-Mart is using promotions to reinforce its brand and
consumer value proposition of "Always low prices."
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Seiders and Voss believe that the effectiveness of a price promotion strategy depends on
how the sector is aligned with assortment overlap and assortment life span as indicated in Figure
6-4. They define assortment overlap as "the degree to which retailers' product assortments are
similar to, rather than distinctive from, one another" and assortment life span as "a function of
4 Seiders and Voss, "From Price to Purchase."
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the speed at which a typical assortment loses value or becomes obsolete over time." Assortments
with limited life span are considered "perishable," as is the case with SanDisk's products. They
found that retailers such as high-end department stores or specialty boutiques in the low-low
position and discount stores and warehouse clubs in the high-high position should follow EDLP
while retailers such as electronic superstores on the high-low to low-high diagonal should follow
more intensive price promotion strategies.
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Figure 6-4: Retail Price Promotion Matrix48
The results enable SanDisk to consider where their retailers fall along the spectrum of
assortment overlap and promotional intensity and how they can shape their pricing strategy to
48 Ibid.
match their retailers' strategy. To reduce inventory in the supply chain, manufacturers like
SanDisk and its retailers should move away from heavy price promotion and move towards
continuous replenishment programs. Especially if a retailer has high promotional intensity,
SanDisk can offer everyday low purchase price (EDLPP) to the retailer to help smooth demand
fluctuations.49 Note that EDLPP between SanDisk and the retailer does not mean that the retailer
must offer EDLP to the end consumer, though they could chose to do so. Through EDLPP,
SanDisk could eliminate forward buying behavior that can be costly to support. The retailer
would benefit from an everyday low price and could choose when to run promotions and how
much to discount. Creating a win-win situation is critical successful implementation and
management of such a program.
As a case study, Campbell Soup launched a continuous-replenishment program in 1991
with its most progressive retailers, similar to the Del Monte case study described earlier in
section 4.1.2. Soon afterward, it discovered that overuse of price promotions was negatively
affecting efficiency. Retailers were engaging in forward buying in response to promotions as
shown in Figure 6-5, which added cost throughout the system from manufacturer overtime to
retailer carrying costs. To solve this, Campbell required partners on continuous-replenishment to
waive forward buying. Instead, a retailer that promotes Campbell products has two options: "it
can pay Campbell an everyday low price equal to the average price that a retailer receiving the
promotional deals would pay or it can receive a discount on orders resulting from genuine sales
to consumers."
49 Stephen J. Hoch, Xavier Dreze, & Mary E. Purk, "EDLP, Hi-Lo, and Margin Arithmetic."
Figure 6-5: How Campbell's Price Promotions Disrupted Its Supply System 0
Fisher says that Campbell was right to pursue efficiency because soup is a functional product
with price-sensitive demand. Not only was it advantageous for Campbell but for the retailer as
well. If carrying costs are approximately 25% of the purchase price, a two-week inventory
reduction equates to 1% of sales. Given that average retailer margins are 2%, this inventory
reduction can increase profits by 50%.51
Given SanDisk's strong brand and the industry's rapid price decline, SanDisk can use a
similar profitability argument to convince its most innovative retailers to switch to EDLPP. As
previously mentioned in Figure 4-4, account selection is crucial to the successful
50 Fisher, "What is the Right Supply Chain for Your Product?."
" Ibid.
implementation of new initiatives as retailers vary in willingness to innovate. After selecting a
forward-thinking retailer to test the concept of EDLPP, the process of change can be managed
through a series of pilots, beginning with a single distribution center. Once the concept and
mutual benefits have been satisfactorily proven, the initiative can be rolled-out nationwide and
applied to other accounts.
6.3 Profitability
In "The Age of Precision Markets," Byrnes describes profitability as the missing "fifth P."
Though it may be tempting to believe that by properly managing the 4 P's profitability will
naturally follow, Byrnes argues for the need for active management initiatives such as selecting
customers that fit your operating capabilities. He says, "today, companies can improve their
profitability by 30-40 percent or more, without investment, through better internal profitability
knowledge, selectivity, and coordination. At the same time, most accounts are reducing their
supplier bases by 50 percent or more, and a company's ability to improve customer internal
profitability determines whether it will get this quantum market share increase or whether its
competitors will."5 2 This means that SanDisk can theoretically improve its profitability and
increase its market share significantly through improvements in account management, supply
chain management, and change management, using the tools and levers described in Chapters 4,
5, and 6.
Byrnes, "The Age of Precision Markets - HBS Working Knowledge."
7 Managing Retail Supply Chains at SanDisk
Given the perishable nature of SanDisk's products, senior management at SanDisk have
begun to explore ways to increase the velocity of the retail supply chain and achieve improved
inventory efficiency with minimal impact on sales. One of the goals of this project is to develop
a strategic playbook that can be re-applied with additional existing and new retailer partners.
7.1 Approach
Five retail chains were chosen for this study, representing various retailer types. First,
gross margin return on inventory investment (GMROII) for SanDisk was calculated for each
retail chain at the chain level as well as at the retailer-SKU level. This provided a baseline
understanding of the performance of each retailer as well as each SKU within its portfolio.
Second, to begin the process of understanding dynamics at each retail chain, key metrics were
collected including number of stores, number of distribution centers, number of SKUs, and
average weeks of stock. Third, each retail chain's performance was analyzed in each of the four
areas - assortment, promotion management, supply chain design, and replenishment - discussed
in earlier chapters and outlined in Table 7-1. These performance results allowed improvement
opportunities to be identified and an implementation plan created.
Area Key Questions
Assortment e Do we have the right assortment relative to the inventory investment
required?
e Should we assort each SKU in all stores or some stores?
Promotion * Are we promoting the right SKUs?
Management e How can we improve forecast accuracy and reduce bias for
promotional forecasts?
* Are we designing promotions effectively to manage upside and
downside risk?
e Are we timing promotions to manage upside and downside risk?
Supply Chain e Are inventory levels at DCs and stores appropriate given lead-time,
Design variability, etc.?
* Should we develop different supply chain fulfillment models for low-
capacity/high-volume SKUs and high-capacity/lower-volume SKUs?
* Should we change (increase) order multiples for low-capacity/high-
volume SKUs and reduce order multiples for high-capacity/lower-
volume SKUs?
Replenishment - How many orders / DC / week should we expect?
e How many shipments / DC / week should we expect? Can we
consolidate more?
* What is the root cause to a high percentage of expedites?
Table 7-1: Framework for Improving Inventory Management
These four areas were identified through literature review in operations, supply chain,
and marketing and discussions with SanDisk management as key inventory management levers
for their retail supply chain.
Figure 7-1 shows the resulting SKU decision-tree. For each SKU, managers need to
decide whether to assort in a given retailer, whether to promote regularly, occasionally or never,
and how to supply the product, whether through distribution centers, cross-docking, or direct-to-
store. These decisions are made individually by the manufacturer or the retailer, or jointly
depending on the level of collaboration and power distribution between the two parties.
Manu-
facturer
/
Assortment Promotion Supply Chain
I
I
I
I
N/A
Figure 7-1: SKU Decision Tree
7.1.1 Data
To perform the analysis, one year of forward-looking weekly forecasting reports,
backward-looking weekly sell-through and channel inventory data, and backward-looking freight
data was collected from SanDisk.
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7.2 GMROII
GMROII was previously introduced in Chapter 5 as a way to measure the profitability
and productivity of inventory by representing dollars of gross profit generated for each dollar
invested in inventory. To customize GMROII to SanDisk and normalize the effect of different
capacities of memory products requiring different amounts of raw silicon resources, inventory
turns can be measured in megabytes of flash memory (MB) instead of units of finished goods.
7.2.1 GMROlI at Retail Chain Level
For each retail chain, we calculated GMROII for SanDisk at the chain level. This
provided a ranking of retailer performance that is useful for SanDisk to track on a weekly or
monthly basis in order to continually identify improvement opportunities. In the hypothetical
example shown in Table 7-2, it becomes clear that it is difficult to compare retailer performance
on the basis of gross margin and inventory due to interdependencies and second-order effects.
Lower margins usually result in lower prices to consumers, which often lead to higher sales.
Second-order effects include retailers flooding shelves with inventory to achieve sales. With
GMROII, we can begin to gain insight into those dynamics. Despite its average gross margin,
Retailer 3 has the lowest GMROII due to its low inventory turns. Retailer 2 has neither the
highest gross margin nor the highest inventory turns but the combination of both produces the
highest return on investment. Retailer 5 has the highest gross margin but also the lowest
inventory turns - representative a "earns" retailer. In contrast, Retailer 1 has the lowest gross
margin but also the highest inventory turns - commonly called a "turns" retailer.
Retailer Average Inventory Inventory Turns Gross Margin GMR OI
Retailer 1 100,000 26 20% 6.5
Retailer 2 90,000 24 25% 8.0
Retailer 3 70,000 8 30% 3.4
Retailer 4 60,000 11 35% 5.9
Retailer 5 50,000 7 40% 4.7
Table 7-2: Hypothetical Example of GMROII by Retailer
Based on the current results, we could focus on improving the GMROII of Retailer 3 or arguably
make a stronger inventory impact by analyzing ways to improve the GMROII of Retailer 1 given
its higher average inventory, especially with rapid price decline risk.
7.2.2 GMROlI at Retailer-SKU Level
To further identify improvement opportunities, a similar process at the retailer-SKU level
was performed as shown in Table 7-3.
Retailer-SKU Average Inventory Inventory Turns Gross Margin GM OII
Retailer 1-SKU1 50,000 22 30% 9.28
Retailer 2-SKU2 48,000 15 35% 8.33
Retailer 1-SKU3 46,000 29 30% 12.37
Retailer 1-SKU4 44,000 3 35% 1.42
Retailer 3-SKU6 42,000 24 30% 10.18
Retailer l-SKU7 40,000 55 35% 29.62
Retailer 4-SKU8 38,000 61 30% 26.21
Retailer 2-SKU1 36,000 19 35% 10.27
Retailer 3-SKU3 34,000 30 30% 12.70
Retailer 1-SKU5 32,000 17 35% 9.01
Table 7-3: Hypothetical Example of GMROII by Retailer-SKU
For example, we might find that out of the "Top 10 Retailer-SKUs by Average Inventory"
several were associated with the same retailer. Hence, analyzing that particular retailer's
practices should provide the greatest inventory benefit. In this hypothetical scenario, Retailer l's
SKUs occupy five out of the top ten inventory positions warranting an in-depth inquiry.
Furthermore, we might find that out of the "Top 10 Retailer-SKUs by Average Inventory" one of
the SKUs is performing much worse than the others. In this example, Retailerl-SKU4 is a
candidate for further scrutiny and possible elimination. Since retailers are eager to use their shelf
space productively, if SanDisk can help them identify poor performers, there is little reason for
retailers not to cooperate unless there is a misalignment of financial incentives stemming from
contracts. Many retailers simply do not have the manpower or the analytical prowess to actively
manage every product category. Additionally, if SanDisk should find itself in a capacity
constrained situation, it could use GMROII to optimize inventory allocation in descending
priority of retailer and retailer-SKU. This would enable SanDisk to avoid or reduce the amount
of expensive non-captive flash memory that it needs to purchase, and directly increase
profitability.
7.2.3 GMROI for Consigned versus Direct Accounts
Upon further analysis of the GMROII results, an interesting hypothesis emerged.
SanDisk has certain retail customers to whom they provide inventory on a consigned basis,
whereby SanDisk retains ownership until the inventory is sold to the end consumer.5 3 With other
retail customers, SanDisk transfers ownership of inventory upon shipment to the retailer. It
appears that a direct ownership transfer model correlates with higher GMROII while a consigned
model correlates with lower GMROII, as shown in Table 7-4, where X < Y.
Contract Type GMROII
Consigned X
Direct Y
Table 7-4: GMROII by Contract Type
5 "SanDisk Corporation 2009 Annual Report," 14.
Though there are many other factors ranging from sophistication of information technology to
retailer brand strength that may be contributing to the difference, this hypothesis makes sense
since retailers who do not own the inventory are likely to be less incentivized to manage it
efficiently. The effect of guaranteed prices is that retailers are less concerned with inventory
management and price decline. Instead, retailers will indiscriminately focus on maintaining high
availability to capture sales. For these retailers, the best way to achieve cooperation is through
benefit sharing agreements, whereby the retailer is incentivized to manage inventory more
carefully. It also underscores the importance of negotiating contracts that align the interests of
both manufacturer and retailer to generate stronger financial results.
7.2.4 GMROlI as a Feedback Tool
In addition to using GMROII to assess performance of its retailers, SanDisk can use it to
provide performance feedback to retailers by replacing its margins with the individual retailer's
margins in the GMROII calculation. Theoretically, this should be fairly easy to do, as SanDisk
knows both the cost to the retailer as well as the price to the end consumer. However, it may
become more complicated when trying to factor in trade promotions, which are marketing dollars
provided by the manufacturer and/or retailer to differentiate products in-store.
7.3 Key Metrics
After calculating GMROII and developing hypotheses for opportunities to focus
improvement efforts on, other key metrics were collected to better understand the underlying
dynamics of each retail chain. These metrics included number of stores (retail chain footprint),
number of distribution centers, number of SKUs, and average weeks-of-stock (WOS), which is
calculated according to the following formula:
Average weeks-of-stock (WOS) = Average inventory / Average weekly demand
# of Stores # of DCs # of SKUs Avg WOS Avg WOS Avg WOS
(DC) (Store)
Retailer 1 7,000 20 10 10 1 9
Retailer 2 5,000 15 30 10 2 8
Retailer 3 5,000 10 20 20 5 15
Retailer 4 2,500 5 20 15 3 12
Retailer 5 10,000 10 20 14 4 10
Table 7-5: Hypothetical Key Metrics by Retailer
The data in Table 7-5 is basic but informative and useful. First, it helps to confirm that
Retailer 5 is a likely a convenience retailer given its high number of stores relative to the other
chains and Retailer 1 is likely a discount retailer given its low number of SKUs combined with
its high inventory turns and low profit margin. Second, it indicates that Retailer 1 is engaging in
cross-docking since it has very little inventory in its DCs and that Retailer 5 has the most
potential to use inventory risk-pooling in its DCs given its high store count-to-DC ratio (10,000
stores / 10 DCs = 1,000 stores/DC). Third, the data shows that Retailers 3, 4, and 5 have
significantly high WOS relative to Retailers 1 and 2, indicating opportunities to reduce
inventory. Specifically, Retailer 3's WOS can be reduced at both DC and store levels.
7.3.1 Potential Inventory Reduction and Savings
Lastly, we can use this information to set target WOS goals by retailer, calculate the
potential inventory reduction in megabytes, and most importantly, estimate the associated
financial impact.
Average Target Average Inventory Savings
WOS WOS Weekly Reduction ($)
Demand (GB)
(GB)
Retailer 1 10 9 20,000 20,000 40,800
Retailer 2 10 9 20,000 20,000 40,800
Retailer 3 20 9 20,000 220,000 448,800
Retailer 4 15 9 20,000 120,000 244,800
Retailer 5 14 9 20,000 100,000 204,000
Total 480,000 979,200
Table 7-6: Hypothetical Estimated Savings
Given a spot price of $4.08 for 2 GB of flash memory, Table 7-6 illustrates the process of
estimating savings from avoiding purchase of non-captive memory.54 In this hypothetical
example, inventory management efforts aim to free up 480,000 GB, which translates into almost
$1 million in savings.
In reality, we have identified a potential inventory (MB) reduction of 25%. This is an
ideal goal, but still realistic. Achieving this level of inventory savings will depend heavily on the
same success factors that were previously discussed in section 4.1.2.3 in the Del Monte case
study. First, SanDisk will need integration of store-level inventory and point-of-sale (POS) data,
which will require retailer cooperation and possibly new information technology investments.
Second, SanDisk will need to focus on metrics, specifically, store-level in-stock levels and total
system inventory cost to align incentives between buyers and supply chain managers. Third,
54 "DRAMeXchange."
retailer engagement will be critical. SanDisk's retailers will vary in willingness to innovate. Its
specialty and convenience retailers are more likely to be more receptive than its discount retailers
due to the balance of power that SanDisk has with specialty and convenience retailers. However,
SanDisk's negotiating power will be limited with discount retailers due to the volume driven by
those retailers.
7.4 Assortment
One of the key drivers of channel inventory is the retailer's assortment. This section
outlines a standardized approach for examining the effectiveness of the overall assortment,
product groups by capacity, product line, etc., or individual SKUs, in order to identify the lowest
performing SKUs. Two types of analysis will be described - a "Sales Pareto Analysis" and a
"Weeks-of-Stock Analysis."
7.4.1 Sales Pareto Analysis for Assortment Management
The Sales Pareto Analysis evaluates marginal productivity, or the marginal return on
incremental resources so that managers can put resources where they can earn the greatest return.
Figure 7-2 shows the Sales Pareto Analysis results for two hypothetical product categories -
Category 1 with higher average sales per SKU due to a few strong performers and Category 2
with lower average sales per SKU but more equally productive performers.
Category 1
Move store space
and buying dollars
from top to
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Category 2
Figure 7-2: Marginal Productivity Chart5 5
Fisher and Raman, The New Science of Retailing: How Analytics Are Transforming The Supply Chain and
Improving Performance, 33.
The goal is to move resources from supporting poor performing SKUs in Category 1 to adding
SKUs in Category 2.
Sell Thru ($) % Cumulative Revenue
SKU 1 17,000 21%
SKU 2 15,000 38%
SKU 3 10,000 54%
SKU 4 9,500 72%
SKU 5 9,000 86%
SKU 6 5,500 93%
SKU 7 1,750 95%
SKU 8 1,500 98%
SKU 9 1,000 99%
SKU 10 500 100%
Table 7-7: Hypothetical Sales Pareto Analysis
The Sales Pareto Analysis in Table 7-7 shows hypothetical SKUs for a given retailer in
descending order of sales revenue and calculates the associated percent of cumulative revenue.
The Sales Pareto Chart graphs cumulative percent revenue by SKU.
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Figure 7-3: Hypothetical Sales Pareto Chart
When the graph takes on a curve such as in Figure 7-3, it indicates that a large
percentage of sales come from a small percentage of SKUs. Eliminating the low performing
SKUs will result in reduced inventory and little loss of revenue. Executing this strategy with one
of SanDisk's retailers resulted in a 10% reduction in inventory cost and a 2% reduction in point-
of-sale.
If performance is unsatisfactory after first trying to improve GMROII through better
promotion management, proper supply chain selection based on demand characteristics, and
replenishment levers, it is advantageous to systematically cut the bottom -25% of SKU
performers, unless they are meeting specialized consumer needs. The exact percentage cut-off
will depend on where the benefit drops-off most sharply. This would provide resources to focus
on the best performers, improving forecasting and supply chain efforts for both manufacturer and
retailer. Additionally, this weeding process frees up retailer shelf-space for better products.
Instead, if the Sales Pareto graph takes on a linear form, available resources can be used
to add SKUs that can be expected to perform similarly within the same category.
SKU Inventory Turns Gross Margin GMROII
SKUl 55 35% 29.62
SKU2 61 30% 26.14
SKU3 30 40% 20.00
SKU4 29 35% 15.62
SKU5 25 35% 13.46
SKU6 24 30% 10.29
SKU7 10 30% 4.29
SKU8 17 20% 4.25
SKU9 4 40% 2.67
SKU10 3 35% 1.62
Table 7-8: Hypothetical Example of Multi-Variable Pareto Analysis
In addition to revenue contribution, pareto analysis can also be performed for other
factors such as cost contribution, inventory contribution, and margin contribution to provide a
more complete evaluation. Moreover, selected key variables can be combined to create an
overall performance factor for a multi-variable pareto analysis. GMROII is a perfect example of
an overall performance factor that can be used for multi-variable pareto analysis, as shown in
Table 7-8. In this example, managers should consider eliminating the bottom few SKUs if
GMROII performance fails to improve after efforts to do so and resources can be applied more
productively elsewhere without negatively impacting key consumers.
7.4.2 Weeks-of-Stock Analysis for Assortment Management
The second analysis, Weeks-of-Stock (WOS) Analysis, focuses on identifying
problematic SKUs on the basis of channel inventory. Table 7-9 was created using the following
equations:
Annual Inventory Turns = Annual Sell Thru / Average Channel Inventory
Weeks-of-Stock = 52 weeks per year / Annual Inventory Turns
Annual Sales Average Month End Annual Inventory Weeks-of-Stock
(units) Inventory (units) Turns
SKU 1 1,000 600 1.67 31.20
SKU 2 1,250 400 3.13 16.64
SKU 3 1,250 400 3.13 16.64
SKU 4 1,800 350 5.14 10.11
SKU 5 1,000 300 3.33 15.60
SKU 6 900 250 3.60 14.44
SKU 7 1,500 280 5.36 9.71
SKU 8 1,200 260 4.62 11.27
SKU 9 1,100 260 4.23 12.29
SKU 10 400 250 1.60 32.50
Table 7-9: Hypothetical Weeks-of-Stock Analysis
Sorted in descending order of average inventory, the WOS Analysis reveals anomalies in the
performance (i.e. where inventory turns < 2).
7.4.3 Troubleshooting Problematic SKUs
The first step is to troubleshoot the circumstances surrounding each poor performing
SKU. Figure 7-4 shows common demand, merchandising and supply causes to examine.
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Figure 7-4: Troubleshooting Underperforming SKUs
Managers can employ demand, merchandising, or supply solutions. An example of a demand
solution is correcting the forecast bias to prevent overstocking while merchandising solutions are
actions such as reducing presentation requirements by implementing planograms by store tier or
reducing or eliminating promotions. Supply solutions could be lowering safety stock levels by
reducing service levels, reducing pack sizes, or standardizing replenishment events especially
with multiple ordering departments. In the short-run managers can promote to move the current
inventory if the product has a high price elasticity of demand, meaning consumers will respond
Demand -
to a price drop. If the suggested strategies have little impact, it may be best to eliminate the SKU
after careful consideration of business implications.
A caveat to this assortment analysis is that some products may be low performing
because they are in the ramp-up phase, on short-term promotion, or seen as strategically
important. Strategic reasons include loss leadership, premium-price effect, and to support
SanDisk's best consumers. 56 Loss leadership uses low priced products to attract shoppers to the
store. Premium priced products increase sales of lower priced products due to the perception of
bargain. Product lines such as SanDisk's ultra and extreme give consumers a perception of
performance quality and array of choice.
7.4.4 Considerations Before Eliminating SKUs
When evaluating decisions to eliminate poor performing SKUs, planners should give
consideration to potential substitution behavior by consumers as well as the importance to their
best consumers. This is not only good practice for the manufacturer but beneficial for the retailer
as well. Weeding helps retailers to use their shelves more productively. First, the competitive
environment at the particular retailer being analyzed must be considered thoroughly to determine
how the retailer and end consumers will react to a reduced assortment. In some cases, it is
desirable to "defend" the shelf space allocated to SanDisk products particularly if a competitor is
actively seeking to increase its shelf presence. To estimate the impact with end consumers,
managers can conduct controlled shopping experimentation to uncover substitution behavior.
This information would help SanDisk convince retailers to make assortment changes by
providing expected results and retailer benefits. For example, if SanDisk discovers that
eliminating the 4 GB version of product means that 50% of the consumers will buy the 8 GB
56 Ibid., 34.
version, 25% of the consumers will buy the 2 GB version, and 25% will buy a competitor's
product, SanDisk can assure the retailer that sales will not be lost and revenue can be increased
through selling more higher priced products. To test the importance of a given SKU to key
consumers, SanDisk can work with the retailer to assess the average basket size of goods
purchased by consumers who also purchased the SKU.57
7.4.5 Smart SKU Reduction
An additional caveat to assortment analysis is that traditional SKU reduction may not be
sufficient. While regularly eliminating the weakest performers is necessary, A.T. Kearney
suggests that in order to have real impact, managers also need to take aim at some of the
unnecessary, high-volume products as well. Figure 7-5 illustrates the expected impact of this
dual-prong approach. To execute "Smart SKU reduction," managers need to reverse their
thinking from deciding which SKUs to eliminate to deciding which SKUs are necessary.
Together with research on consumer preferences and switching behavior, an optimal product
portfolio can be created based on what the consumer really wants. Typically, companies
eliminate redundant mid-size SKUs that neither meet a true consumer nor retail need.58
5 Ibid.
58 Byrne, "Stop chasing your SKU tail I A.T. Kearney."
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7.4.6 Presentation Management
In addition to looking for opportunities to improve or eliminate unproductive SKUs,
managers should also consider presentation management at the retailer. As previously discussed
in Chapter 6, presentation management is one of the biggest levers with regard to assortment.
During assortment analysis, it was discovered that one of SanDisk's retailers had one planogram
across all of its stores. Relative to the highest quintile, the lowest quintile had:
* 36% of the sell-through / store
- 61% of the on-hand inventory / store
From an inventory turns perspective, top tier stores were ~2 times more productive than bottom
tier stores. This analysis provided a clear case for both SanDisk and its retailer to work together
to implement planograms customized by quintile.
7.5 Promotion Management
Through discussions with management and reviewing SanDisk's historical channel
inventory performance, promotions that undersold their forecasted quantities are a significant
cause of high channel inventory. The basis for the analysis in this section is evaluating the
inventory risk involved in promoting particular SKUs and including this risk in the decision
making process for determining which SKUs to promote.
7.5.1 Promotional Categories
SKUs fall into one of three categories:
1. SKUs with high point-of-sale (POS) that are regularly promoted
2. SKUs that are never promoted
3. SKUs that are sometimes promoted
SKUs in category 1 can sell large quantities quickly, so that if a large-scale promotion
underperforms, follow-on promotions will flush the excess channel inventory. Additionally,
since they are regularly promoted, historical data is available to more accurately predict the
expected sales lift from promotion. SKUs in category 2 will not create inventory risk because
they are not promoted. The difficult decisions are involved with managing the SKUs in category
3. For these SKUs, occasional promotions create the risk of an inventory build-up that, if not
sold through in the initial promotion, will create significant channel inventory over-stock for
many months following the promotion. Therefore, it is advisable to minimize the number of
SKUs in category 3.
7.5.2 Channel Inventory Analysis for Promotion Management
"Channel Inventory Analysis" examines a particular SKU's performance at a given
retailer over a period of time to assign it to an appropriate promotional category (Figure 7-6).
On the left axis is (1) channel inventory (units) represented by the blue shaded area, (2) the 8-
week POS forecast average (units) represented by the red bars, and (3) the last week sell-through
(units) represented by the green bars. On the right axis is (4) forward-looking weeks-of-stock
(WOS) represented by the orange line, and (5) target weeks-of-stock represented by the light
blue line.
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Figure 7-6: Hypothetical Channel Inventory Analysis
An ideal profile of a product that can be promoted is one that sells off frequently, as evidenced
by dips in the channel inventory area. Sharp dip(s) indicate that product can be sold off quickly.
Additionally, a forward-looking WOS that hovers above and below the target WOS shows that
ordering and sell-through are well matched on average. On the other hand, a WOS that is
consistently above the target means that too much product is on-hand and might indicate a
forecasting, minimum presentation or replenishment issue as previously shown in Figure 7-4.
7.5.3 Promotional Risk Categories
After analyzing SanDisk's portfolio of SKUs for channel inventory patterns, the
following three risk profiles emerged:
1. Low-risk (Figure 7-7): Repeated ability to achieve high sell-through relative to inventory
position, Forward-Looking WOS typically below Target WOS
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Figure 7-7: Hypothetical Low-risk Profile
2. High-risk (Figure 7-8): Forward-Looking WOS typically above Target WOS, Non-
promotional sell-through is low and probability of "cleaning up" a promotion is low
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Figure 7-8: Hypothetical High-risk Profile
3. Medium-risk (Figure 7-9): Ability exists to move significant volumes but sporadically,
WOS above objectives for most of the year without consistent promotional activity
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Figure 7-9: Hypothetical Medium-risk Profile
7.5.4 Forecast Accuracy
Examining forecast accuracy will indicate whether there is a systematic bias towards over
or under forecasting that needs to be corrected. One of the most common methods of analyzing
forecast accuracy is using mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), a fitted time series value in
statistics, defined by the formula:
where At is the actual
periods. Figure 7-10
simplified formula:
1 * At-Ft
t=1 
value, Ft is the forecast value, t is time period, and n is number of time
shows an example of forecast accuracy tracking that uses a more
Forecast Error = 1 - Actual / Forecast.
Figure 7-10: Hypothetical Forecast Accuracy
In this example, the average forecast error is 30%, indicating a systematic bias towards over
forecasting.
Products with high forecast errors have greater promotional risk. Figure 7-11 illustrates
how overforecasting promotions drives unnecessarily high levels of channel inventory, with
inventory levels growing almost three-fold.
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Figure 7-11: Hypothetical Channel Inventory Effect of Overforecasting
Costly channel inventory build-up can be avoided through alignment of promotional strategy
with risk and improvement of forecasting accuracy.
7.5.5 Base-Lift Forecasting
Another way to improve forecast accuracy is to separate historical demand data into two
parts: (1) the base run rate, and (2) promotional lift.
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Figure 7-12: Hypothetical Forecast versus Actual Unit Sales
This allows planners to analyze the true stability of demand without promotional effects and
avoids situations as shown in Figure 7-12, where the forecast is volatile despite stable demand.
7.6 Supply Chain Design
To improve supply chain design, there are a few methods to consider. As Fisher
mentioned in "What Supply Chain is Right for Your Product?" products with unpredictable
demand benefit from a reduced chain while products with predictable demand benefit from an
efficient chain. Therefore, one method is to match SanDisk's portfolio to Fisher's definitions of
functional or innovative products and assess whether their supply chain is efficient or responsive.
7.6.1 Coefficient of Variation Analysis
Another method is to calculate the coefficient of variation of demand. Coefficient of
variation is defined by:
0~
where y is standard deviation of demand and p is average demand.
As illustrated by Figure 7-13, products typically fall into one of three categories: (1)
upper left-hand quadrant - high volume and low coefficient of variation, (2) bottom left-hand
quadrant - low volume and low coefficient variation, (3) bottom right-hand quadrant - low
volume and high coefficient of variation. An efficient cross-docking supply chain that
minimizes cost would serve category 1 products well. Category 2 products should be matched
with a distribution center supply chain to pool inventory risk for the lower demand. To manage
demand variability in Category 3 products, a shortened direct-to-store supply chain may prove
economical depending on the trade-off between product value (and associated holding cost) and
shipping cost. Generally, companies should avoid products falling into the top right-hand
quadrant - high-volume and high coefficient of variation, as these are costly to support.
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Figure 7-13: Typical Coefficient of Variation Curve
Using historical demand data, planners can craft proper supply chain design around
different product categories. The coefficient of variation results for SanDisk's various retailer
types are shown in Figure 7-14, Figure 7-15, and Figure 7-16.
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Figure 7-14: Coefficient of Variation for Discount Retailers
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Figure 7-15: Coefficient of Variation for Specialty Retailers
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Figure 7-16: Coefficient of Variation for Convenience Retailers
For each retailer chain, we can attempt to segment the products into three categories,
corresponding to the supply chains described above. For the discount retailers: (1) products 2
and 6, (2) product 3 and 5, (3) and product 1. For the specialty retailers: (1) products 1, 6, and 3,
(2) products 4 and 5, (3) product 2. For convenience retailers: (1) products 3 and 5, (2) products
1, 2, 4, and 6. Unfortunately, this quadrant analysis is inconclusive due to the fact that the
demand data encompasses promotions. However, in all three retailer types, the high-volume
products also have high coefficients of variation. A likely explanation for this effect is that high
volume products are being promoted and the promotional effect is causing demand variation. In
order to more effectively use this methodology to match products with supply chain design, it
will be necessary to separate out promotional data. Additionally, if retailers are receptive,
everyday low price (EDLP) or everyday low purchase price (EDLPP) can be implemented to
smooth demand variability.
7.6.2 Pack Sizes
In addition to aligning product types with the appropriate supply chain, the effect of pack
sizes (quantity per box) should also be considered. For example, one of SanDisk's retailers had
an unusually high pack size, which was driving channel inventory levels artificially high. By
reducing the pack size by 80%, inventory levels could be cut by 50% at the same service level.
While handling costs would increase, as long as the savings from inventory and associated price
declines were greater than the costs, such a change would be justified.
7.7 Replenishment
This section is primarily concerned with analyzing replenishment inefficiencies due to
erratic ordering and shipping patterns. On average, for every must-arrive-by-date (MABD) by
distribution center, SanDisk sent four separate shipments. A major root cause is the lack of
coordination and MABD alignment between multiple ordering departments at the retailer (such
as the computer department, the mobile department and the camera department). Fortunately,
this can be overcome with increased emphasis on collaboration and establishing a single point-
of-contact at SanDisk.
7.7.1 Base-Stock Inventory Model
To lower replenishment costs, managers can (1) lower safety stock and (2) lower
extraneous transportation costs. With a base-stock inventory model shown in Figure 7-17,
B = s (r+L) + z a (r+L)
= Expected review period and lead-time demand + safety stock
where B is the order-up-to level in units, r is the review period in days, L is the lead-time in days,
p is average demand in days, and z corresponds to the service level.
CL
two tar t=2r
Time
Figure 7-17: Base Stock Model60
The base stock model fixes the time between orders but allows the quantity ordered to fluctuate.
From this model, we see that safety stock (z a "(r+L)) is driven by service level (z) among other
factors. Service level is also known as the fill rate, which is equal to percent of all demand met
from stock.
7.7.2 Lowering Safety Stock
Using ABC analysis, we can apply a differentiated service level and order cycle to each
revenue segment. This effectively lowers safety stock levels without negatively affecting the
best products. Products can be categorized as A, B, or C through sales pareto analysis, where
products are listed in descending order of revenue contribution.
60 Stephen C. Graves, "Inventory Basics," 30.
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Figure 7-18: ABC Analysis61
As shown in Figure 7-18, A products are those that account for the top 50% of total sales, C
products are those that account for the bottom 50% of total items and B products are those that
account for the rest. Alternatively, a more sophisticated version of ABC analysis takes into
account sales, coefficient of variation and gross margin as shown in Figure 7-19, where the dots
representing SKUs are sized according to margin. A products (represented by blue dots) have
low coefficient of variation and high margin. B products (represented by magenta dots) have
higher coefficient of variation and varying levels of sales and margin. Finally, C products
(represented by beige dots) have the highest levels of variation, low sales and low margin.
After identifying ABC products using either method, we can set a high service level (also
known as fill rate) of 99% for A products with a daily order cycle, a medium service level of 95-
61 Armstrong, "Sharpening Inventory Management."
99% for B products with a weekly order cycle and a low service level of <95% for C products
with a bi-weekly order cycle.
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Figure 7-19: Service Level Optimization6 2
7.7.3 Lowering Transportation Costs
Additionally, extraneous transportation costs can be lowered through more disciplined
periodic inventory review and increased coordination between multiple ordering departments.
Since 1984, logistics costs have risen 47% as shown in Figure 7-20. As such, these costs need
to be carefully managed for maintain profitability.
62 Simchi-Levi, Kaminsky, and Simchi-Levi, Designing and Managing the Supply Chain.
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With periodic inventory review, the review period r should be set according to the volume and
turnover of the retailer. In most cases, r will be 7 days, which will enable SanDisk to drive
towards one shipment per distribution center per week. Furthermore, a standardized rhythm of
replenishment can be achieved by aligning orders to a common weekday, MABD's to a common
weekday, and ship day's to a common weekday. Implementing these practices will enable
SanDisk to gain economies of scale in logistics.
63 Simchi-Levi, "Supply Contracts Part 1," 5.
64 "19th Annual Logistics Report."
7.8 Application to Different Types of Retailers
In an effort to illustrate how to apply these tools in different retail chains, the model
shown in Figure 7-21 was developed that identifies three retailer types, two store types, and two
product types.
Manu-
facturer
Retailer
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Store Pmduct
Type
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K 400
Figure 7-21: Retail Supply Chain Management Model
The retailer types include "discount" retailers, "specialty" retailers, and "convenience"
retailers. Discount retailers, characterized by low markups and high inventory turns, are also
known as "turns" retailers. On the other end of the spectrum are "earns" retailers that have high
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markups and typically low inventory turns like convenience retailers. In contrast, specialty
retailers tend to have average markups and high inventory turns.
Discount Retailer Specialty Retailer Convenience Retailer
Low High Low High Low High
Store Volume Store Volume Store Volume
Figure 7-22: Assortment Recommendations by Retailer Type
Discount Retailers Specialty Retailers Convenience
Retailers
Retailer Inventory High High Low
Profile Turns
Gross Margins Low Medium High
Store Footprint Medium Medium High
Levers Assortment Limited Broad Limited,
focus on minimizing
presentation
quantity
Promotional Limited Regular Constant
Management promotions, focus promotions, focus promotions
on creating demand on forecast
stability accuracy
Supply Chain Cross-docking for Cross-docking for DC inventory
Design high volume high volume pooling for all
products products products
Replenishment No influence, Maintain Lower safety stock
No change availability through for low volume
regular scheduling products
Table 7-10: Summary of Attributes and Strategies by Retailer Type
Within each retail chain, store performance varies considerably. For simplicity's sake,
we will consider high volume stores versus low volume stores as well as high volume products
versus low volume products. This model results into twelve scenarios in which to consider
various integrated sales, marketing, supply chain tools to best manage inventory. The preceding
figures highlight recommendations with respect to different retailer types. Figure 7-22 shows
assortment strategies by retailer type and Table 7-10 summarizes the attributes and
recommendations.
7.8.1 Discount retailers
For a discount retailer, a basic assortment enables it to drive high volume. Since discount
retailers typically earn low margins but compensate with high volumes, high availability of
product is essential. Additionally, achieving stability of demand, as measured by the coefficient
of variation in demand is highly desirable to maintaining margins. Thus, promotions should be
kept to a minimum to avoid large peaks in demand that are disruptive to inventory management
and can be difficult to support. When and if promotions are utilized, forecast accuracy is critical
as forecast errors can be extremely costly due to the sheer magnitude of volume. Only the most
popular products should be considered as candidates for promotion so as to provide a "clean-up"
strategy for any forecast errors. Once stability of demand is realized, efficient supply chain
design should be such that products flow through retailer distribution centers to the stores. This
is commonly known as cross-docking, which works best with predictable, stable demand.
Replenishment also benefits from high-volume stability, allowing products to be consolidated for
full shipment loads and shipping events to be regularly scheduled. Order multiple(s) should be
set at a level to coincide with the desired replenishment schedule whether weekly or daily. Both
consolidation and regularity factors contribute to efficient logistic costs, which are aligned with
the discount retail model.
At the store level, low volume stores need to be treated differently than high volume
stores, mainly with regard to assortment. In low volume stores, assortment should be limited to a
subset of products to maintain volume targets. If demand is sufficiently stable and fast-moving,
cross-docking can employed, otherwise safety stock will be required. This safety stock should
be pooled at the retailer distribution center for all low volume stores it serves and pulled on an
as-needed basis. In high volume stores, assortment can be expanded to include higher capacities
or product types such that those products can all meet volume targets. Similarly, cross-docking
can be leveraged with stability of demand. Otherwise, pooled safety stock should be maintained
in the distribution centers and pulled as needed.
Due to the volume driven by discount retailers, the manufacturer's influence and
negotiating power is limited. Therefore, while SanDisk may be able to argue the merits of
varying the assortment according to store type and to influence selection of promoted products, it
will be unlikely for SanDisk to affect the safety stock levels, the retailer replenishment practices,
or the number of distribution centers, as these are internal to the operations of the retailer.
7.8.2 Specialty retailers
A broad assortment allows specialty retailers to meet the unique needs of its consumers
who are more demanding than those of discount retailers. Specialty retailers have a base of core
aficionado consumers but also rely on promotions to drive traffic. Ideally, it would be beneficial
to strive for more demand stability with less emphasis on promotions but due to the business
model of specialty retailers, it may not be realistic. Instead, the focus of promotions
management should be on forecast accuracy. Especially if promotions are run frequently, there
should be sufficient data available to analyze the expected volume lift from a given promotion
during a given time period. Supply chain design should be such that high volume products are
cross-docked while low volume products are pooled in distribution centers. With regular
promotions, safety stock levels will need to be higher than with discount retailers.
Replenishment should be managed so that it is driving for moderate cost management and high
availability level to meet high inventory turns.
Similar to discount retailers, low volume stores and high volume stores differ mainly in
assortment. Low volume stores should have a reduced assortment relative to the high volume
stores to reduce inventory risk. Moreover, low volume products in low volume stores may even
benefit from shipment via air from a centralized distribution center, depending on the margin
levels.
The manufacturer's influence and negotiating power is higher with specialty retailers
than with discount retailers because a mutually beneficial relationship exists. The specialty
retailer views the manufacturer's products as specialty and believes that it is important that a
broad assortment exist. The manufacturer desires to work with the specialty retailer because it
helps them to reach their target consumer and enhance their brand. Therefore, there is a mutual
desire to improve inventory management practices and to satisfy the consumer.
7.8.3 Convenience retailers
Convenience retailers compete on proximity to consumer, and thus have many more
stores than discount or specialty retailers. Lower inventory turns and a higher number of stores
mean managers need to focus on assortment and presentation management. The desire to
provide convenience to consumers through product selection needs to be balanced with
minimizing inventory buildup. An overly broad assortment leads to high levels of inventory,
while an extremely limited assortment leads to unsatisfied consumers who are unable to find
products to meet their needs. High volume stores can meet a wider range of consumer needs
through high volume products and a limited number of low volume products. In contrast, low
volume stores should focus on meeting basic consumer needs through high volume products.
Additionally, the desire to create attractive displays should be balanced with preventing
inventory accumulation. Especially with a larger footprint and slower moving inventory,
presentation quantity could easily become the primary driver of inventory levels instead of the
replenishment system settings.
Convenience retailers thrive on a sense of urgency, appealing to impulse buyers and
consumers who value time more than price. Where no urgency exists, convenience retailers
create urgency and drive traffic through constant promotions. This results in more stable
demand patterns and better forecast accuracy.
Given the high number of stores and the lower inventory turns, supply chain design
should focus on risk pooling through distribution centers. Replenishment should rely on lower
demand variation to lower safety stock levels for low volume products and maintain availability
of high volume products.
The manufacturer's ability to influence convenience retailers is higher than with discount
retailers but lower than with specialty retailers. While its products may be critical to a specialty
retailer, they are not critical to a convenience retailer. However, due to the smaller volume per
store of convenience retailers, the manufacturer should be able to influence presentation quantity
and assortment since these decisions can increase the profitability of the retailer's shelf space.
7.9 Summary
An improved ability to evaluate channel inventory leads to an increased ability to
optimize the inventory across the supply chain. This chapter discussed use of many tools
including the GMROII performance metric, sales pareto analysis to improve assortment, risk
profiling and forecast accuracy measurement to support promotional management, coefficient of
variation of demand analysis to align products with proper supply chains, ABC analysis and
periodic inventory review to replenish more prudently. Together, these tools can help SanDisk
lower its inventory levels up to 25% and reap associated cost savings.
8 Conclusion
A one-size-fits-all retail strategy leads to underperformance for both manufacturers and
retailers. Today's retail supply chains are wrought with complexities that require more
sophisticated approaches to quicker and better decision-making. Figure 8-1 shows that decision-
making capabilities have not kept pace with the rise in complexity that organizations now face.
Improved decision-making requires smart segmentation strategies that balance the benefit of
customized solutions with the proliferation of manual planning and cost. The following five
recommendations outline ways to optimize the retail supply chain through segmentation.
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8.1 Recommendations
8.1.1 Increase inventory turns through customized assortments by store
segmentation
A traditional retailer uses one assortment and one planogram (retail shelf display
configuration) for all of its stores. Since not all stores perform similarly, this approach often
leads to excessive inventory levels in under performing stores. Instead, manufacturers should
work with retailers to vary assortments and planograms by store tier based on sell-through
performance. Matching supply to demand will improve velocity of sell-through and reduce
unwanted inventory, directly affecting the bottom line. Note that while assortment and
planograms can theoretically be customized down to the individual store level, it is not necessary
to create that level of complexity to achieve meaningful results. The added complexity would
bring additional costs that would offset the profit gains from customization. Instead, economies
of scale can be achieved by customizing for a cluster of similar stores.
8.1.2 Reduce channel inventory build-up through promotional risk
segmentation
One of the great dangers with promotions is overforecasting. The good news is that not
all products carry the same risk. Segmenting products by risk profile is an easy way to match
risk with promotional strategy to avoid excessive post-promotions inventory. Products should
fall into one of three categories: regularly promote, never promote, and sometimes promote.
Furthermore, promotional risk can be reduced through the use of base-spike forecasting and
forecasting bias correction.
8.1.3 Improve supply chain performance through product segmentation
Slow-moving products should be treated differently than fast-moving products. While
fast-moving products can utilize cross-docking to increase speed, slow-moving products benefit
from inventory risk pooling in distribution centers to decrease inventory levels. If gross margins
are sufficiently high, direct-to-store shipping via air transit can be justified.
Another way to segment products is along predictability of demand as determined by
coefficient of variation of demand analysis. Whereas products with predictable demand should
be matched with an efficient supply chain to lower transportation costs, products with
unpredictable demand should be matched with a shortened, responsive supply chain to lower
costs associated with stockouts, markdowns and obsolescence.66
8.1.4 Lower safety stock through service level segmentation
Replenishment costs can be lowered through safety stock reduction. Applying distinct
service levels and order cycles to different product segments, identified through ABC analysis or
coefficient of variation of demand analysis, can lower total safety stock and increase in-stock
levels for the most important products.
8.1.5 Establish cross-functional performance metric(s) to drive change
Functional, silo-oriented decision-making hinders companies from aligning incentives for
change. In this project, the gross margin return on inventory invested (GMROII) metric was
introduced as a method to evaluate the productivity of channel inventory, using data from
finance (gross margins), operations (channel inventory), and sales (sales volume). One of the
major benefits of GMROII is aligning incentives around corporate optimums rather than
66 Marshall L. Fisher, "What is the Right Supply Chain for Your Product?."
functional optimums. With cross-functional metrics such as GMROII, overall performance
becomes more objective and companies can act more nimbly, especially in highly competitive
markets.
8.2 Implementation
Optimizing the retail supply requires cooperation from retailers. One way by which to
incentive retailers to make changes and strive for global optimization rather than sequential
optimization is through revenue sharing agreements. 67 Variants include sharing profits or cost
savings associated with channel inventory reduction. While these agreements are effective and
profitable, a risk to this type of arrangement is that retailers have incentive to push products with
higher profit margins.
Additionally, quick wins should be prioritized over big wins. "Quick wins create and
sustain enthusiasm for change."68 Fisher and Raman suggest using the following framework to
prioritize projects: potential benefit versus degree of technical and organizational difficulty. The
most ideal projects are low-difficulty and high-potential-benefit. Since these "low-hanging fruit"
opportunities are rare, managers should start with low-difficulty and low-potential-benefit
projects that can offer quicker wins than high-difficulty and high-potential-benefit projects.
Creating quick wins can attract support for larger projects.
67 Simchi-Levi, "Supply Contracts Part 2," 10.
68 Fisher and Raman, The New Science of Retailing: How Analytics Are Transforming The Supply Chain and
Improving Performance, 207.
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